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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Double V - Sleeping Pad 
Model Number: 06DVBL01E Retail: $129.95   

 

Provides ample room for two people to sleep comfortably and the side-by-side V-Chamber 
construction significantly limits the movement of air between the two sides. The raised V-

Chambers create ultra-comfortable loft pockets that support the body's pressure points 

giving all types of sleepers a generous bed of air. Features body-mapping technology; side 
rails; antimicrobial inner-lining; flush flat valves; and includes a patch kit and a convenient, 

pump-integrated stuff sack for easy, rapid inflation. 74" x 47" x 3". Lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Hammock V 

Model Number: 06HVGY01D Retail: $139.95   

 

Sleeping comfortably in a hammock has its challenges-namely staying in place throughout 

the night. That's where the Hammock V™ shines. Strategically placed non-slip zones on 
the top and bottom of the pad keep everything-including you-firmly in place. And 

innovative side walls reduce draft for 180 degrees of form-fitted comfort. It fits all standard 
hammocks, single or double wide. The V-Chamber design limits air movement keeping you 

nice and warm. It packs small and weighs only 27.3 oz. 78" x 47" x 2.5" Includes patch kit. 

Lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Insulated Static V - Sleeping Pad 
Model Number: 06IVOR01C Retail: $84.95   

 

Comfortable Back Country pad providing winter insulation and all-season comfort. 
Insulated Static V packs light and small and delivers an outstanding R-Value of 4.4. Body-

mapped shape and V-chamber design combine to maintain comfort and minimize air 
movement that can impact insulation. Chambers are filled with light, lofty Klymalite™ 

synthetic insulation to add another layer of protection from the cold ground. Dynamic side 

rails cradle you comfortably on your pad for a more restful sleep. Lifetime Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Insulated Static V Luxe 
Model Number: 06LIRD01D Retail: $119.95   

 

This pad is insulated with Klymalite lofted insulaton that creates additional warmth that 
lasts through the night. The perfect option for those who tend to roll off narrower sleeping 

pads, yet it still packs small. The raised V-Chambers create ultra-comfortable loft pockets 

that support your body's pressure points giving all types of sleepers a generous bed of air. 
It features side rails; twist-pull valve allows inflation in as few as 10 breaths; antimicrobial 

inner-lining; and includes a patch kit. Measures 76" x 30" x 3". Limited lifetime warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Static V Luxe SL 

Model Number: 06LLBL01D Retail: $119.95   

 

The perfect option for those who tend to roll off narrower sleeping pads, yet it still packs 
small. The raised V-Chambers create ultra-comfortable loft pockets that support your 

body's pressure points giving all types of sleepers a generous bed of air. It features side 
rails; twist-pull valve allows inflation in as few as 10 breaths; antimicrobial inner-lining; and 

includes a patch kit. Measures 76" x 30" x 3". Limited lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Moon Dog Bed - Small/Medium 

Model Number: 06MDGY01C Retail: $69.95   

 

Dog bed features its signature body-mapping technology with a raised side rail to create a 

lightweight, inflatable bed. Durable fabrics provide extra protection against abrasion and 
moisture. The machine washable polyester fleece bed cover has a puncture resistant 

bottom with a soft fleece top and is machine washable. The bed can be used with or 
without the cover. It is lightweight and packs down small. 23" x 30" x 2.5" Limited lifetime 

warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Moon Dog Bed - Large 

Model Number: 06MDGY01D Retail: $99.95   

 

Dog bed features its signature body-mapping technology with a raised side rail to create a 

lightweight, inflatable bed. Durable fabrics provide extra protection against abrasion and 
moisture. The machine washable polyester fleece bed cover has a puncture resistant 

bottom with a soft fleece top and is machine washable. The bed can be used with or 
without the cover. It is lightweight and packs down small. 42" x 30" x 2.5" Limited lifetime 

warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Ultralite SL - Grand Teton Illustration 

Model Number: 06SUTT01C Retail: $119.95   

 

The V Ultralite SL has raised V-Chambers that create ultra-comfortable pockets that 
support the body's pressure points giving all types sleepers a generous bed of air. It 

features a Grand Teton illustration by Kelly Halpin; a twist-pull valve that allows inflation in 
as few as 7 breaths; side rails and comes with a patch kit. 72" x 20" x 2" Limited lifetime 

warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Ultralite SL - Zion Narrow Illustration 

Model Number: 06SUZN01C Retail: $119.95   

 

The V Ultralite SL has raised V-Chambers that create ultra-comfortable pockets that 
support the body's pressure points giving all types sleepers a generous bed of air. It 

features a Zion Narrows illustration by Mike Tea Halpin; a twist-pull valve that allows 
inflation in as few as 7 breaths; side rails and comes with a patch kit. 72" x 20" x 2" 

Limited lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Static V - Sleeping  Pad 

Model Number: 06SVGR01C Retail: $54.95   

 

The original V-Chambered air pad that changed the way people Sleep Outside™. The Static 

V™ is the world's first lightweight, packable air pad that incorporates body-mapping 
chambers for ultimate comfort. The exclusive V-Chamber design conforms to the shape of 

your body while maintaining ample, lofted air pockets. The result: side, back, and stomach 
sleepers can all rest comfortably on a generous bed of air. 72" x 23" x 2.5"  Lifetime 

warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Static V Luxe - Sleeping Pad 

Model Number: 06VLST01D Retail: $99.95   

 

Pinnacle of rugged luxury. Hits the sweet spot where comfort, technical performance, 

durability and lightweight packability come together. 30-inch width provides room to roll. 
Dynamic side rails keep you on your pad. Ergonomic body-mapping optimizes comfort. V-

chamber design limits air movement to help maintain maximum insulating performance. 
Back Country bed packs to about the size of a one-liter water bottle, inflates easily and 

weighs just 27 oz. Lifetime Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Traverse Hammock 

Model Number: 09HMBL01C Retail: $89.95   

 

New approach to hammocks. Diagonal stitch pattern uses just two pieces of fabric instead 
of the traditional three-panel design. Creates a more comfortable, asymmetrical sleeping 

position. Less stretching and sagging over time. Includes two tree straps and carabiners. 2 

Year Warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Layflat Hammock 

Model Number: 09LHBL01C Retail: $149.95   

 

The hammock features spreader poles to create an open and even surface. Additionally, 

adjustable dual foot straps allow you to alter the position of the hammock vertically and 

horizontally for a stable sleeping experience. The dual footstraps create a level of 
hammock stability unlike any other hammock on the market. It has a 300 lb. capacity and 

includes tree friendly straps and carabiners. 127" x 47" 2 year limited warranty. (Use with 
the Sky Shelter or Sky Net) 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Sky Bivy 

Model Number: 09SBXX01C Retail: $249.95   

 

A full feature hammock tent designed for all weather conditions. The system includes the 
Klymit Lay Flat Hammock and Sky Shelter. The hammock features a spreader pole to 

create an open and even surface to provide a stable and relaxing sleep experience. The 
adjustable dual foot straps and wings allow the position of the hammock to be altered 

vertically and horizontally, customizing its configuration. It has a 300 lb capacity and 

includes 4 aluminum stakes and tension lock guylines for severe weather conditions. 2 year 
limited warranty 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Sky Net 

Model Number: 09SNGY01C Retail: $79.95   

 

The Sky Net integrates with the Sky Bivy or can be used alone with the Lay Flat Hammock. 
The bug net has an impressive coverage area of no-see-um mesh to protect you from even 

the smallest of insects. A large zipper ensures easy entry, setup, and exit. Also has an 
internal storage pocket. 122" x 48" x 38"  2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Sky Shelter 

Model Number: 09SSGR01C Retail: $129.95   

 

The Sky Shelter is a one of a kind hammock shelter featuring an innovative multi-mode 
design. Shelter configurations can be adjusted to match the weather conditions. Mild 

weather conditions do not require guylines or stakes. Four aluminum stakes and tension 
lock guylines are included for severe weather conditions. The Sky Shelter integrates 

seamlessly with the Lay Flat Hammock.  157" 2 year limited warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Traverse Shelter 

Model Number: 09TSBL01D Retail: $79.95   

 

The Traverse Shelter is a versatile outdoor canopy with a large coverage area measuring 

143" x 110". Six tension lock guylines and 12 tie-off points create a customizable surface 

area. The large triangulated corner guyline easily accommodates the basket of your 
trekking poles for unique shelter applications. The strong ripstop polyester taped seams 

and thick waterproof coating insure that the Traverse Shelter will keep you dry for the long 
haul. Four aluminum stakes are included. 2 year limited warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Cush Seat 

Model Number: 12CUBG01 Retail: $12.95   

 

The Cush delivers versatile comfort. Ultralight, it packs down to pocket size and inflates 
with just a breath or two. Wrap it around your head when you nestle into your sleeping 

bag's hood–the ergonomic design cups the ears and keeps air distribution consistent to 
minimize irritation at pressure points. Use it at single-layer thickness, double or even triple 

it up for more comfort. It is made of lightweight 75D polyester material that provides 

superior tear, puncture and abrasion resistance. Includes a storage bag. 29"x9"x1.5" 
Limited lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Top Down Pillow 

Model Number: 12DPBL01C Retail: $29.95   

 

A large, quilted pillow for those who crave extra comfort. Its quilted cover is machine 
washable and it is filled with hybrid of synthetic and down fill. It is perfect for travel and 

the outdoors. It features a stuffable sleeve for added loft and includes a stuff sack. 14" x 
10" x 4.5"  Limited lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Luxe Pillow 

Model Number: 12LPGY01D Retail: $39.95   

 

Travel Pillow cradles your head for supportive, stable sleeping. Soft outer material delivers 
all night comfort. Great for casual camping and light enough for backpackers. Sized almost 

as big as your pillow at home. Weighs just 6.2 oz. Packs surprisingly small for something 

so luxurious. Lifetime Warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Pillow X Large 

Model Number: 12PLTL01D Retail: $29.95   

 

Backpacking pillow with advanced, self-centering X design positions that cradles your head 

for supportive, stable comfort. Weighs just 3.2 oz. Packs down to the size of a wallet. 
Luxurious necessity for back country travel. Great for car camping. Lifetime Warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Stash 18 Day Pack - Black 

Model Number: 12STBK01C Retail: $59.95   

 

Versatile and comfortable. Weighs 12 oz. Go-to pack for day hiking, bike travel and daily 

use. Unique Airframe suspension uses air pressure to provide padding, load transfer and 
flexibility. Integrated hand pump lets you adjust pressure on the fly to fine-tune comfort. 

Top loading design provides quick and easy access. Closes quickly, securely and easily. 2 

Year Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Stash 18 Day Pack - Red 

Model Number: 12STRD01C Retail: $59.95   

 

Versatile and comfortable. Weighs 12 oz. Go-to pack for day hiking, bike travel and daily 

use. Unique Airframe suspension uses air pressure to provide padding, load transfer and 

flexibility. Integrated hand pump lets you adjust pressure on the fly to fine-tune comfort. 
Top loading design provides quick and easy access. Closes quickly, securely and easily. 2 

Year Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Seat 

Model Number: 12VSGR01B Retail: $16.95   

 

The V Seat is made of 75D polyester and features raised V-Chambers that creatve 
comfortable loft pockets that support the body's pressure points. It is durable enough for 

outdoor use, yet great for long flights, cold bleachers or use it in the office for extra 

padding on your office chair. 14" x 14" x 1"  2 year limited warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: KSB Double Down Sleeping Bag 

Model Number: 13DHGY30E Retail: $379.95   

 

Plenty of room for two, thoughtfully designed for 3-season comfort. The bag features 

individual draft covers and hood snap; a 2-way zipper running along each side; and 650-fill 
down insulation. The hood snap creates two individual hoods to stop the draft between 

users and provide warmth in temperatures down to 30 °F. The full zippers make it possible 
to partially or completely remove the top quilt on warmer nights under stars. Filled with 

high loft down the KSB Double is light weight and easily packs into its 18 x 9 x 9 inch stuff 

sack. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: KSB 20 Oversized Down 

Model Number: 13KHRU20D Retail: $249.95   

 

A 3-season down sleeping bag with an oversized flexible mummy-style design. The 

Adjustable Length Locks reduce the bag's length up to 15". The flexible stretch baffles 
keeps down-fill next to your body and stretches when you move. It features a mummy 

hood with draft collar and draw cord reduces draft. Includes a large mesh bag for long-

term storage. Dimensions: 40" x 82"; Girth - Shoulder: 80.5";  2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: KSB35 Down Sleeping Bag 

Model Number: 13KHTL35C Retail: $179.95   

 

Enjoy the warmth of 650 fill-power down in the KSB 35. Right at home in the Back Country 
or the backyard. Length Locks™ shorten the bag. Two-way zipper allows you to open the 

foot box for ventilation or to stand up in the bag. Unzip the bag all the way to convert it 
into a generous blanket. 2 Year Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Sheet Double 

Model Number: 13PCGRDVE Retail: $54.95   

 

Bring the creature comforts of home with you. Made of a soft stretch polyester, the V 
Sheet provides additional comfort and has a built-in pocket that keeps your pillow in place 

throughout the night. Additionally, the sheet saves your sleeping pad from all the dirt, 
sweat, and tears of camping. When you get home, throw your V Sheet in the wash and 

your gear is as good-as-new. 74" x 47". 2 year limited warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: V Sheet Luxe 

Model Number: 13PCGRLXD Retail: $44.95   

 

Bring the creature comforts of home with you. Made of a soft stretch polyester, the V 
Sheet provides additional comfort and has a built-in pocket that keeps your pillow in place 

throughout the night. Additionally, the sheet saves your sleeping pad from all the dirt, 
sweat, and tears of camping. When you get home, throw your V Sheet in the wash and 

your gear is as good-as-new. 76" x 30". 2 year limited warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: V Sheet 

Model Number: 13PCGRSVC Retail: $34.95   

 

The best accessory for your regular sized Static V sleeping pad. Removable, machine 
washable. Includes a pocket that is perfect for an inflatable pillow. Never worry about 

getting your Static V dirty again. 2 Year Warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Large Storage Bag 

Model Number: 13SSGY01D Retail: $14.95   

 

Sleeping bags work best when they are clean and uncompressed. While not in use, the 

storage bag protects your bag and gives it space to loft increasing the lifetime of the 
sleeping bag. Made of 100% polyester. 31.5" x 19". 2 year limited warranty. 

Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Versa Blanket 

Model Number: 13VBOR01C Retail: $79.95   

 

Your new go-to for comfort on the move. Weighing 23 ounces, the blanket stores easily in 
the foot box, creating the perfect travel pillow. As a 58" x 80" blanket, the Versa can 

completely surround one person, or be shared with a friend. Corner snaps, a cinch cord on 
one end and the foot box on the other create the sleep system. Built with 20D soft-touch 

polyester and Klymalite™ synthetic loft insulation. 2 year limited warranty. 
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Brand Name: Klymit Model Name: Versa Luxe Blanket 

Model Number: 13VLBL01C Retail: $119.95   

 

The blanket stores easily in the foot box, creating the perfect pillow. As a 58 x 80 inch 
blanket, it can completely surround one person, or be shared with a friend. Corner snaps, a 

cinch cord on one end and foot box on the other create a sleep system. Engineered for 
versatility. The outside soft touch ripstop serves as a barrier for the elements, while the 

soft fleece keeps you warm and cozy. 2 year limited warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Klymit Model Name: Litewater Dinghy 

Model Number: 14LDBL01C Retail: $169.95   

 

A lightweight solo packraft that stows away at the size of a 1.5-liter bottle and weighs only 

35 ounces. Engineered for easy paddling and maneuverability, the LWD (Litewater Dinghy) 
lets you sit up high and features an integrated seat cushion. The advanced design also 

allows you to recline and enjoy the calm water if you would like. Ripstop fabrics on the top 
and bottom resist tears and punctures, and the LWD comes with a pump-integrated 

stuffsack. 76" x 45". Limited lifetime warranty. 

 


